Structural basis of hierarchical multiple substates of a protein. I: Introduction.
A computer experiment of protein dynamics is carried out, which consists of two steps: (1) A Monte Carlo simulation of thermal fluctuations in the native state of a globular protein, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor; and (2) a simulation of the quick freezing of fluctuating conformations into energy minima by minimization of the energy of a number of conformations sampled in the Monte Carlo simulation. From the analysis of results of the computer experiment is obtained the following picture of protein dynamics: multiple energy minima exist in the native state, and they are distributed in clusters in the conformational space. The dynamics has a hierarchical structure which has at least two levels. In the first level, dynamics is restricted within one of the clusters of minima. In the second, transitions occur among the clusters. Local parts of a protein molecule, side chains and local main chain segments, can take multiple locally stable conformations in the native state. Many minima result from combinations of these multiple local conformations. The hierarchical structure in the dynamics comes from interactions among the local parts. Protein molecules have two types of flexibility, each associated with elastic and plastic deformations, respectively.